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by Sandie Rhodes, Publisher

!his year has been unsettling for all of 
us. ! e holidays are almost here, and 
what we need is a good old-fashioned 

dose of joy. Let’s have a Joy Fest! 
! is event will be a JOY-FULL explo-

sion of all that’s bright and beautiful in our 
community and world. A day to kick 2020 
in the rear end and welcome 2021 with 
open arms and hearts. A day to reconnect 
with families, neighbors and friends—in 
a safe way—while letting our hearts touch 
each other again in celebration.

Get ready for caroling, hot chocolate, 
cider, cookies, candy canes and more. 

Local & Handcrafted Gifts
Annual Fairview Craft and Gift Fair
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Parents can snap photos of their kids get-
ting a double thrill of seeing Santa riding 
in on a Fairview Fire Depart-
ment ladder truck. ! ere will be 
goodie bags " lled with holiday 
surprises for all the children. 
Multiple small bon" res will 
" ll the parking lot so everyone 
can roast marshmallows at a 
safe distance. ! ere will also be 
music and singing of longtime 
favorite songs celebrating the 
season. And there will be snow!

Well, we can’t actually 
promise real snow, but you 
won’t be able to miss the giant snow# akes 
that will stay lighted atop the bulletin 
board from ! anksgiving to the year’s end, 
heralding the season of joy and ushering 
in the new year of hope.

Please join us in " lling the air with 
happiness and the comfort of sharing and 
caring with our neighbors. At the event, 
donations will be accepted for Food For 
Fairview and Asheville Humane Society. 

Joy Fest guests will have plenty of room 
to stay at a safe distance, and masks, 
scarves and gloves can provide another 
layer of safety as needed when approach-
ing crowded areas. All beverages and food 
will be prepackaged with lids and bags.
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!e Fairview Town Crier is a 501 (c) (3) company that publishes a monthly community newspa-
per. Twelve issues per year are delivered free on or about the "rst of every month to 8,900+ 
households. Distribution is limited to Fairview, Gerton, and contiguous parts of Reynolds and 
Fletcher, North Carolina. !e Fairview Town Crier is located at 1185H Charlotte Highway, 
Fairview, North Carolina 28730; mailing address is PO Box 1862, Fairview, North Carolina 
28730. Subscriptions may be purchased for $30 per year and will be mailed First Class postage 
on or about the "rst of each publication month. Visit fairviewtowncrier.com for details or to 
order online.
#12345267$84729:: !e Fairview Town Crier reserves the right to refuse any advertising or editorial 
submission deemed inappropriate for the tone and style of the publication. A best e$ort has been 
made to verify legitimacy of information received and published. Views expressed in columns 
and/or articles do not represent those of !e Fairview Town Crier. 
Submissions: Announcements, community news, upcoming events, personal notices, letters, etc. will be 
published free as space allows. Email to copy@fairviewtowncrier.com. For sta$ directory, contacts and 
additional information, please see page 31.
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Low miles! A/C, auto,tcruise, 
tilt, bedliner, one owner. 
Warranty included!

3.6 V6, PW, PDL, tilt, cruise control, 
Bluetooth, sprayed in bedliner, tow 
pkg and more!

Bulkhead, shelves & bin pkg, back-up 
cam, audio controls, Bluetooth, PW, 
PDL, tilt/telescopic wheel, cruise control!

58K miles! 6.0 V8, automatic, ladder 
rack, tool boxes, back-up camera, 
PW, PDL, tilt, cruise control &  more!

PW, PDL, tilt & telescopic wheel, 
AM-FM CD player, back-up 
camera and more!

45K miles! 5.7 hemi, automatic 
transmission, A/C, PW, PDL, tilt, 
cruise control, tow pkg & more!

$27,995

39K miles! 5.3 V8, front & rear 
A/C, AM-FM CD player, PW, PDL!

1021 Charlotte Highway, Fairview, NC // 828-222-2308 

$16,995

$17,995

$26,995

$20,995

$31,995

Family owned for over 40 years!

Easy Financing!

Low Rates!

Extended Warranties 

Available!www.HIGHCOUNTRYTRUCKANDVAN.com

2016 FORD TRANSIT 
CONNECT XL CARGO

2017 RAM 1500 QUAD 
CAB 4x4

2016 CHEVROLET 
K2500HD 4x4 LONGBED

2011 RAM 3500 HD 
CREWCAB STAKE SIDE

2012 CHEVROLET EXPRESS 
G1500 LS 8 PASSENGER VAN

2017 FORD TRANSIT 
T-150 CARGO VAN

One owner! One owner!

One owner! One owner!

One owner! One owner! 
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Fairview Library opened its doors on 
October 13, and we are so happy to have 
you back.

! e safety of our patrons and sta$  is our 
highest priority, and we have been working 
diligently to allow metered access in 
accordance with the Governor’s orders for 
50% capacity.    
&AS%0HLA=;IA%%%
•  Tuesday, 2–7 pm   
•  Wednesday, 1–6 pm   
•  ! ursday, 1–6 pm  
•  Friday, 10 am–2 pm   
•  Saturday, 10 am–2 pm  
•  Sunday and Monday, closed    

During these hours, the library will 
provide in-person check out and browsing. 
As we comply with reduced occupancy 
limits, we are encouraging “grab-and-go” 
visits to allow us to serve a larger number 
of patrons. Computer use is available, and 
seating will be provided for computer 
users only. ! e meeting rooms and study 
spaces are available for public use. 

Wi-Fi is still available in our parking lot 
and at the new picnic tables and patio 
seating around the exterior of the library. 
At this time, the only services we can pro-
vide inside the building are grab-and-go 
browsing and public computer access.    

Per the Governor’s mandate, anyone 
over the age of 5 will be asked to wear a 

face covering for the duration of their 
visit in the library. If you don’t have a face 
covering, we can provide one for you.     

We are grateful for our community’s 
patience and the commitment of our sta$  
while our services have been modi" ed 
to minimize the opportunities to spread 
COVID-19. Buncombe County has taken 
precautions and audited our public-fac-
ing facilities to determine the safest way 
to operate.   

At each library we have:  
•  installed plexiglass barriers where 

needed;   
•  increased sanitation and cleaning 

schedules;   
•  increased the public accessibility of hand 

sanitizer and disposable face coverings;   
•  added social distancing markers and 

signage.  
Additionally, the county has created 

comprehensive internal procedures for 
employees to foster a safe workplace, includ-
ing a daily employee self-screening tool. 
,;<CKQ=A%0:QII%1@9QI9CIA
We are happy to o$ er curbside pickup 
during our new operating hours for those 
who prefer it. Just call the library when 
you arrive. We will check your items out 
over the phone and bring them to our pick 
up table at the front door. 
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Buncombe County Public Libraries are 
developing a long-term facilities master 

plan, and we want to hear from you. 
Libraries are a fundamental part of a 
thriving community, so your input is key 
to guiding the long-term development of 
public spaces and ensuring that it meets 
the needs of everyone in our community 
for years to come.

Go to fairviewtowncrier.com/links to 
" nd the link to the survey—and " ll it out 
by November 16. 
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Support the Friends of Fairview Library as 
they raise money to put books in the 
hands of children that need them. ! is 
year’s annual Holiday Giving Tree will 
be a little di$ erent, but the mission is the 
same. ! e Friends are asking for monetary 
donations only. ! ey will be raising 
money at the library starting November 1, 
as well as at the cra%  fair at the Fairview 
Community Center on November 14.
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November 17th at 
7 pm
On Zoom, we’ll be 
reading and discuss-
ing Olive Kitteridge
by Elizabeth Strout. 

“! ough 
loneliness and 
loss haunt these 
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pages, Strout also supplies gentle humor 
and a nourishing dose of hope. People are 
sustained by the rhythms of ordinary life 
and the natural wonders of coastal Maine, 
and even Olive is sometimes caught o$  
guard by life’s ba&  ing beauty.” —BookList

! e Book Club meets the third Tuesday 
of each month at 7 pm. Email jaime.
mcdowell@buncombecounty.org if you 
would like more information or would like 
to attend one of our discussions.
,FGFHI!;**J!2KFL!3MGKIN
December—! e Dearly Beloved
by Cara Wall
January—! e Sacred Depths of Nature
by Ursula Goodenough
February—Where the Crawdads Sing
by Delia Owens
March—Pride of Baghdad
by Brian K. Vaughan
April—On the Plain of Snakes
by Paul ! eroux
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ASHEVILLE 2BR/1.5BA RED HOT OAKLEY! Beauti-
ful tree-lined street. Covered front porch with 180-degree 
nature views! New kitchen with butcher block counters, 
laundry area with clever storage. $239,000 MLS 3655813

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS

Greybeard’s 
Property 
Management 
division 
manages 
over !"#
vacation and 
long-term 
rentals in 
the Asheville 
area

Whether 
you’re looking 

for in-depth 
guidance, or 
just a quick 

chat with 
one of our 
real estate 

experts, we 
would love 

to help!

FAIRVIEW
Laurel Haven .84 acre. 
REDUCED  $28,999 

MLS 363379
ASHEVILLE
Chestnut Mountain
6.5 acres 
$185,000 
MLS 3633139
SWANNANOA
3.58 acres. Circular drive 
and building site in place. 
New barn and shed. 
$98,900 
MLS 3573948
WEAVERVILLE
2.09 acres in Oxbow 
Crossing
$69,000 
MLS 3603284
MARS HILL 1.59 acres
Red Wolf Run
REDUCED $60,000

MLS 3599475
LAKE LURE 91.94 acres 
$499,000
MLS 3591068

LOTS AND
LAND

CHIMNEY ROCK 2 bedroom, 2 bath Vintage cottage 
in Chimney Rock Village! HUGE views of Chimney 
Rock from a beautiful sun room. 
$189,000 MLS 3591280

FEATURED LISTINGS !""#$%%#$&$'%$(%"#%')*'+,)#$*#,-".("$-/-"$%*.0123

GERTON 3 bedroom, 2 bath cabin in the mountains 
with a creek and privacy. $289,000 MLS 3638041
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Conveniently located in Eastwood Village across from Ingles on Highway 74. 
4 Olde Eastwood Village, Unit 201

$%&'$
828.298.1540 | ()*+,*-).)*-/0+1234

5'67%&$
855.923.7940 | ()*+,*-).)*80-/91234

!"#$%&$'()*+,&!"#$%&-)".%(/'(,&

Serving Black Mountain, Montreat, Asheville and the Swannanoa Valley since 1999

ASHEVILLE 1BR/1BA CONDO Amenities provide a 
workout room and a roo! op terrace to enjoy the awesome 
view of Downtown Asheville. Minutes to restaurants, shop-
ping and entertainment awaits you. $339,500 MLS3658315
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Anthony  
Penland

COUNT Y COMMISSIONER

Focused  

On Our Future

Buncombe County is my life-long home. 
As a public servant for 30 years, I have 
taken risks for others and dedicated my 
life to the safety of our community. As 
Commissioner, I will continue the same 
level of dedication to your quality of life.

anthonyfordistrict2.org    828-230-0297

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Anthony Penland

4ost new parents get overwhelmed 
with the challenges of a new baby. 
Newborns take almost all of their 

attention and o%en leave them with little 
sleep. And when there is time to relax, the 
last thing parents want to do is clean up 
and organize.

People love to give gi%s of baby clothes, 
toys and books when a newborn arrives, 
which starts the accumulation of “stu$.” 
A%er a short period, these items need to be 
reviewed, purged or stored once they are no 
longer needed or are outgrown. And if they 
are in use, they need appropriate storage. 

One of the biggest areas of disorganiza-
tion in a child’s room is the amount of 
clothing. Di$erent sizes seem to accumulate 
overnight, and every so o%en the pile needs 
to be tamed. Closets are over#owing with 
hanging items, boxes of diapers, blankets, 
and all of the other things that have been 
received. Chests of drawers are stu$ed, and 
there is little room to store new items. 

Here are tips to control kids stu$:
,I?:LAK
Every so o%en, clothing needs to be 
reviewed. !e easiest way to review clothing 
is to separate it into piles. 

Label separate areas on the #oor, bed or 
table, such as 0–6 months, 6–12 months, 18 
months, 24 months/2T, shorts/pants/short 
sleeves/long sleeves/sweaters, etc.

Start with shirts and sort them into the 
appropriate piles. 

If your child has outgrown the size and 
you want to keep them for the future, put the 
shirts in a labeled container with the descrip-
tion and size. If you no longer want them, 
donate or discard torn and stained items. If 
an item was not used, you could save, return 
or re-gi% it. If the baby is currently wearing 
the shirts or will grow into them soon, place 
them in drawers and closets.

Follow the same directions as above as 
you continue to pants, pajamas, shoes, 
underwear and the rest of the clothes. !e 
clothing that is no longer needed should be 
placed in long-term storage (attic, garage, 
closet shelves) or donated. 

In order not to get overwhelmed, follow 
these instructions and do one type of 
clothing at a time. Do not dump all of 
the clothing in a pile at the same time. By 
focusing on one type of clothing at a time, 
it will be manageable and you can organize 
like items in a short amount of time. 
*?>K
Outgrown toys should be washed and 
placed in boxes for donation or put away 
for long-term storage. If they are broken, 
throw them away.

Sort toys into groups of like items, such as 
board games, cars and trains, and puzzles and 
learning games. Once toys are sorted, you 

will know what you need to purchase. !e 
right storage is needed for toys and books:
•  Large toy boxes are good for oversized 

toys such as trucks or balls.
•  Small containers (12 x 12) are good for 

housing trucks, cars, trains, etc.
•  A low bookcase (fastened to the wall) can 

be used to store games, books, etc.
•  Colorful milk crates can be used to store 

anything, and kids can participate in 
cleaning up and putting toys back.

•  A tall laundry bin can be used to store 
stu$ed animals.

•  A cubed organizer shelf is a great way to 
house containers and unusual-sized toys. 
And if there are just too many toys even 

a%er you purged? Some solutions:
•  Store large items (like tents or teepees) 

and take them out occasionally for a fun 
play day. 

"<U9GQYQGU%9%!?;GU%,LQI=ZK%$??B

!O03!#/O-).P0:!:.-)-!7#$$

•  Hang oversized and regular-size animals 
from the ceiling in a net.

•  Hide a bunch of toys away and reintro-
duce or rotate them occasionally. 
And here’s one solution to keep from 

having family and friends add to the pile. 
Set up a college fund, and suggest donations 
instead a toy. On a piece of paper, note the 
name of your child, the "nancial institution 
and account number and make copies. 
Hand it out when people ask for gi% ideas. 
*;<G%,IA9G[#F%QG:?%9%P9BA
Once the room is organized, it is never too 
early to teach children to clean up. 

Tell your kids a few minutes in advance 
that it is almost time to clean up. When the 
time comes, ring a bell, bang a pot or signal 
to them that it’s time to put everything away. 

At "rst, you will need to work together to 
put items away in their correct home to 
show them how it’s done. Praise your child 
for the great clean-up job. 

Continue to practice the clean-up game 
each day. Stickers on a piece of paper or 
just continuous praise will teach your child 
organizational skills that will keep their 
rooms organized as they grow.

��>�>�-�����Ã�>�
iÀÌ�wi`�*À�viÃÃ���>��%
B#/(.)C$#%*)<)./%).%;()#<)$96%;"#%-"#$%
).4"#-(')".D%?"3%,(.%$-()*%1$#%('%
8)(.(A/#(.&+"*3')".+6.$'6

!"#$%&'"()*+,-.&)"/0&12"3&&4/"50-,*/"5-'67"
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LOT 1 0.5 $59,000 
LOT 2 0.5 $59,000 
LOT 3 0.5 $59,000 
LOT 4 0.521 $59,000 
LOT 5 0.482 $59,000 
LOT 6 0.51 $64,500 
LOT 7 0.64 $64,000 
LOT 8 0.526 $59,000 
LOT 9 0.521 $63,000 

!"#$%&'(%)"!*
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ZDWHUIDOOV��SULYDWH�SRQG�VLWH��*UDQG�SULY�HVWDWH�Z��VR�PXFK�
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#ctober showed us two sides to 
seasonal weather changes. We 
picked up several inches of rain 

from the remnants of Hurricane Delta by 
mid-month. ! is was basically our big pre-
cipitation maker for the month. Also, one 
or two cold fronts from Canada crossed the 
region and brought cooler temperatures, 
and some lows at night dropping into the 
30s, with some scattered frost by month’s 
end. We will continue our slide to more fall 
and wintry weather in November.
0G?S%M9>K
It is not too early to talk about snow. In 
any given November, about an inch of 
snow falls across our area, usually in 
the middle and end of the month. I am 
reminded of the November 1st snowfall 
back in 2014, which brought three to " ve 
inches of wet snow to Fairview.

Temperatures start out at an average of 
about 63 at the start of November and drop 
to 53 by month’s end. ! e lows drop from 
40 to a frosty 32. ! e warmest day on record 

"H:?CA<%6<?;UL:%$9QG%9G=%,?I=

Q5073.#)!"4%
'1$!4#)3B
1I!RKK!JS*T!GURG!NFSNIG!
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RN!TI!UIRY!G*TRHY!TMSGIH%!
B*TIZIH(!U*T!K*SX!Y*IN!
MG!FNFRKK[!NGR[!KMXUG!*FGNMYI!
R\GIH!NFSNIG]!

was 83 degrees on the " rst of the month 
in 1950, and the coldest was a numbing 8 
degrees on the 25th, also in 1950. Precip-
itation averages about four inches in any 
given November, and this calendar year has 
been quite wet. We are going to end up with 
another above-average year for precipitation, 
which is good for our groundwater supplies. 

/9<BA<%/QG:A<\
Some of the latest trends and forecasts are 
predicting a weak La Niña for the winter 
months. ! is basically translates to average 
precipitation and a better-than-ever chance 
for above-average temperatures. ! ese are 
just broad forecasts on the overall winter 
season. We could still have periodic cold 
events and snowfall. If you do a web search 
on “winter weather forecast 2020–2021” or 
something similar, you can " nd numerous 
forecasts—and probably one to your prefer-
ence. Some of my favorites include NOAA’s 
long-range weather forecast, Ray’s Weather 
winter forecast, the Weather Channel and 
Accu-Weather. 
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  VOTE FOR JOE BIDEN
  AND KAMALA HARRIS

�BE A VOTER

ELECTION DAY NOVEMBER 3

Main (828) 274-4482 • info@buncombedems.org
      @BuncombeDems

Paid for by the Buncombe County Democratic Party. 
Not endorsed by any candidate or candidate committee.

FEDERAL OFFICES
President and Vice President
Joseph R. Biden
Kamala D. Harris 
US Senate
Cal Cunningham
US House of Representatives
District 11
Moe Davis 
STATE OFFICES
Governor
Roy Cooper
Lieutenant Governor
Yvonne Lewis Holley
Attorney General
Josh Stein
Auditor
Beth A. Wood
Treasurer
Ronnie Chatterji
Secretary of State
Elaine Marshall
Commissioner of Agriculture
Jenna Wadsworth
Commissioner of Insurance
Wayne Goodwin
Commissioner of Labor
Jessica Holmes
Superintendent of 
Public Instruction
Jen Mangrum
(Your ballot will show either 
District 48 or 49) 

NC Senate District 48
Brian Caskey

NC Senate District 49
Julie May!eld
NC House of Representatives
District 115
John Ager
COUNTY OFFICES
Board of Commissioners
Chairman
Brownie Newman
Board of Commissioners
District 2
Jasmine Beach-Ferrara 
Register of Deeds
Drew Reisinger
JUDICIAL OFFICES
NC Supreme Court
Chief Justice Seat 1
Cheri Beasley
NC Supreme Court
Associate Justice Seat 2
Lucy Inman
NC Supreme Court
Associate Justice Seat 4
Mark Davis
NC Court of Appeals Judge
Seat 4
Tricia Shields
NC Court of Appeals Judge 
Seat 5
Lora Christine Cubbage
NC Court of Appeals Judge
Seat 6
Gray Styers
NC Court of Appeals Judge
Seat 7
Reuben F. Young

NC Court of Appeals Judge
Seat 13
Chris Brooks
NC District Court Judge
District 28 Seat 6
Andrea Dray
NC District Court  Chief Judge
District 28 Seat 7
Calvin Hill
NON PARTISAN OFFICES
Buncombe County 
Soil and Water Conservation 
District Supervisor
Gary Higgins
Buncombe County Schools
Board of Education 
At-large
Amanda Simpkins
Buncombe County Schools
Board of Education 
North Buncombe District
Ann B. Franklin
Buncombe County Schools
Board of Education 
Owen District
(You may vote for ONE)
Linda Tatsapaugh
Margaret (Peggy)

Buchanan
CITY OFFICES
Asheville City Council
(You may vote for THREE)

Sandra Kilgore
Rich Lee
Sage Turner
Keith Young

VOTE.BUNCOMBEDEMS.ORG
ELECTION DAY – NOVEMBER 3

Vote at your precinct polling site
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North Carolina, Tennessee and southwest 
Virginia. Habitat destruction, clearing of 
forests, invasive species and climate change 
can all a$ect populations. To help this 
endangered species, Southern Appalachian 
Highlands Conservancy (SAHC) works to 
protect wildlife corridors and high-eleva-
tion habitat, such as spruce-"r forests.

American botanist Asa Gray discovered 
the Gray’s lily in 1840 in the Highlands 
of Roan. !is rare native #ower blooms 
in June and July. It has bright-red, trum-
pet-shaped #owers with black spots inside. 
Adult plants can grow up to "ve feet tall. 
It can be found on grassy balds and in 
wet meadows and moist forests, usually at 
higher elevations of the Appalachian moun-
tains. SAHC helps protect and manage 
habitat for Gray’s lily, which su$ers from 
Lily Leaf Spot Disease, a fungal infection 
spread by contact. !e disease causes tan 
spots to appear on the plant, eventually 
killing young plants and preventing adult 

3here are many designations for 
at-risk species—rare, endangered, 
federally listed and endemic, to name 

a few—but what do they all mean?
Although the adjectives rare, threatened, 

or endangered could all describe something 
at risk, some of these terms carry extra 
weight as federal or state designations of 
special plant or animal species status, which 
can also mean di$erent levels of protection.

For example, the Carolina northern 
#ying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus 
coloratus) is listed as an endangered 
species, but Gray’s lily (Lilium grayi), a 
native species whose survival is threatened 
by loss of habitat and fungal infections, 
does not carry the federal designation of a 
“threatened” species.

!e Carolina northern #ying squirrel can 
trace its roots back to the last ice age. 
During that time, ice sheets covered 
much of northern North America, forcing 
cold-climate plants and animals further 
south. As temperatures warmed and ice 
sheets receded, those cold-climate species 
migrated north, and some found refuge 
on the high, cold peaks of the Southern 
Appalachians. Over thousands of years, 
these isolated, mountain-top populations 
became increasingly distinct. !e endan-
gered Carolina northern #ying squirrel 
is a subspecies of northern #ying squirrel 
found only in the high-elevation areas of 

/L9:ZK%QG%9%&9BA\

!2#)70/"-3.#)!-)O0$-!7B09B0/:

plants from reproducing.
!e Endangered Species Act, federal 

legislation passed in 1973, is administered 
by the US Fish and Wildlife Service and 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration’s National Marine 
Fisheries Service. Under the Endangered 
Species Act, species may be listed as either 
endangered or threatened. “Endangered” 
means a species is in danger of extinction 
throughout all or a signi"cant portion of 
its range. “!reatened” means a species is 
likely to become endangered within the 
foreseeable future. All species of plants and 
animals, except pest insects, are eligible for 
listing as endangered or threatened.

However, species that do not appear on 
the federal list can still have special status 
or protection at the state or regional level. 
State-listed species in North Carolina are 
separated into three categories: North Caro-
lina Endangered, North Carolina !reatened 
and North Carolina Special Concern.  

Designations are de"ned by the NC 
Wildlife Resources Commission (WRC):
 •  North Carolina Endangered. Any native 

or once-native species of wild animal 
whose continued existence as a viable 
component of the state’s fauna is deter-
mined by the WRC to be in jeopardy 
or any wild animal determined to be an 
“endangered species” pursuant to the 
Endangered Species Act. 

Gated Lot �
Secure �

Aff ordable �

GIVE US A 
CALL TODAY!

828-691-5097

CANE CREEK 
STORAGE & PARKING      

Need a place to safely store 
your RV, boat, or trailer?

2135 CANE CREEK ROAD, FLETCHER, NC 
(site of Fairview Landscaping)

•  North Carolina 
!reatened. 
Any native or 
once-native 
species of wild 
animal that is 
likely to become 
an endangered 
species within the 
foreseeable future throughout all or a 
signi"cant portion of its range or one 
that is designated as a threatened species 
pursuant to the Endangered Species Act.

•  North Carolina Special Concern. Any 
species of wild animal native or once 
native to North Carolina determined by 
the WRC to require monitoring but that 
may be taken under regulations adopted 
under the provisions of Article 25.
For the lay person, the terms threatened 

or endangered may seem interchangeable, 
but biologists have a slightly di$erent 
perspective, as these words are not 
merely descriptive. !ey can carry special 
designation, with implications for how a 
species is treated, managed or protected. 

For more information on these terms, 
visit the sites at fairviewtowncrier.com/links.
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www.appalachiancbdllc.com

•  CBD products
•  THC-free quality hemp 
products

•  Tinctures
•  Organic hemp smokes, 

locally grown
•  Health products

•  Pet products
•  Beauty products
•  Educational classes
•  Bath Balms with CBD
• Salves
•  CBD-infused coffee 

for your Keurig
…and more!

APPALACHIAN CBD 775 CHARLOTTE HWY, FAIRVIEW | 828-338-0039 | APPALACHIANCBD73@GMAIL.COM

@appalachian_cbd

TUESDAYS
SENIOR 
DISCOUNT 
DAY!

REWARDS SYSTEM
Sign up in-store

YOGA! 
Call for schedule and to sign up 

MILITARY 
DISCOUNTS

OFFERED 
EVERYDAY!
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edwardjones.com
 Member SIPC

Stephen M Herbert, AAMSÆ  
Financial Advisor

1185 Charlotte Highway 
Suite I 
Fairview, NC 28730 
828 628 1546

,?;G:>%$9GUA<%,9G%VAIF%-9G9UA%!?;<%(?<AK:
“It’s important that landowners work 

with a forest management professional to 
get the maximum bene"t from their prop-
erty,” said Dillon Michael, the Buncombe 
County Ranger.

Reforestation is the planting of a stand 
of trees or forestland, and it may include 
future income from timber harvests and 
non-timber practices, improved and 
diverse wildlife habitat, and much more. 
A$orestation is converting uncultivated 
"elds to forest. !e ranger can help you 
with both.

!e Forest Service also has more than 
50 di$erent species of pine and hardwood 
seedlings available for purchase. To check 
availability of seedlings, call 888-628-7337 
or visit nc-forestry.stores.yahoo.net.

;"#%-"#$%).4"#-(')".%".%#(./$#%J#"/#(-+D%
$-()*%#":$#'6-),1($*A.,(/#6/"<D%,(**%RSRG
MSSM%"#%/"%'"%.,4"#$+'+$#<),$6/"<6

0?BA%FA?FIA%IQJA%:?%FI9G:%9%R?<AK: 
because they love the way it looks. Some 
want to generate revenue by responsibly 
harvesting trees. Are you one of these 
people, who also has some empty land? !e 
county Ranger’s O'ce of the NC Forest 
Service can help.

!e Buncombe County Ranger would 
work with you to plan the forest and/
or develop a plan for turning it into 
a long-term investment. !ere is also 
"nancial assistance available for landown-
ers interested in starting or improving a 
forest through state and federal cost-share 
programs. You could also get a tax break, 
depending on what type of plan you use.

Costs for reforestation vary depending 
on site conditions a%er timber harvest, the 
terrain, geographical location, and size of 
the area. In most cases, site-preparation 
and reforestation activities are available at 
a cost from the Forest Service.

ADVERTISEMENT
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1he 1860 census was the last one 
before the Civil War. It did not list 
enslaved people, so all the individ-

uals listed are white. Fairview’s enslaved 
population was less than 10 percent of the 
general population. None of the residents 
were foreign-born, and very few were born 
in any state other than North Carolina. 
!ere was almost no foreign immigration 
to the south a"er the Revolutionary War. 
In 1920, more than 92% of NC residents 
were born in the state.

I have copied the names exactly the way 
they are listed on the census. !e numbered 
order re#ects the way the census taker 
traveled, so people are listed next to their 
neighbors. First names, second names and 
maiden names are included in parentheses; 
“m” and “f ” listed a"er names stand for 
male and female. All were born in North 
Carolina unless noted “(SC)” for South 
Carolina, “(TN)” for Tennessee, “(NH)” for 
New Hampshire or “(GA)” for Georgia.

!"#!"#$%&'($#%&'()*+,-#."$#/01#2345'#
%67+849-$#:;1#<"="#.3'>,?9$#!@#(1#
A"6"$#!:#(1#B"."$#!C#(1#D'+'E$#:"#

;"#!"#$%&'($#A"D"$#0@#(1#FG*349*$#0:#
%HI-1#<"H"&"$#:#(1#J"&"$#!#K"

0"#!"'')*+$#F"#%F3*L'9G*+-$#/;1#J4'9'$#
:/1#M"2"$#;!#(1#2"F"$#!N#K1#='+>#!@1#
F('9G'$#!:1#278*94'$#!;1#H'9O>$#
!1#A"I"$#@#(1#J*34'9$#;#K"#

:"#!,$-./$#<*?+8*$#;:1#P"B"#%P',4*9O*#
BE?G*Q-$#!R#K1#M'(*Q#P"$#@#(?9,EQ"#

/"#!0%&#*$#D"$#:R#(1#="F"$#;:#K1#B"F"$#;!#
K1#SE?('Q#6"$#!N1#<*?+8*#6"$#!@1#
M"H"$#!0#K1#=43,?9$#!C1#&*'E$#N1#
M?E9$#@1#A4334'($#N#(?9,EQ"#

@"#!0$((.(1$#M?Q*TE$#R!1#='+8'+*,#
%=?++4Q?9-$#@;1#U43TE'$#0:1#H'?(4$#
001#B"F"#%B?Q*#F99-$#0C1#2((>#
%2(('-$#;V1#6+'5433'$#;@#(1#
B?Q43'#M*9W49Q$#V1#M7347Q#M*9W49Q$#R1#
D'('9,E'#M*9W49Q$#/#K"#

R"#!0$((.(1$#F(?Q$#R01#='+>#%<'334X
(?+*-$#/V1#2345')*,E$#:C1#D'+'E$#0;"#

N"#!0$((.(1$#=4,OE*33$#;/1#D'+*T,'$#;;1#
='+,E'$#!"#

V"#!0$((.(1$#M?E9$#@@1#B*)*OO'$#0V1#
.>9,E4'$#0C1#D'+'E$#!V"#

!C"#!0$((.(1$#2"B"#%2334?,#B43*>-$#;R1#
H'9O>#%Y*3,?9-$#;!1#."F"#%.'9G4Q-$#
!1#M'(*Q#="$#0#(?9,EQ"#

!!"#!23(4%$#Z34[*+$#0!1#2(#%.>9,E4'#
&'99498-$#;V1#="="$#:#K"

!;"#!0$((.(1$#&"#%23)*+,#&?+*95?-$#0:1#
='+>$#0:1#D"A"#%DO4?9-$#!;1#B"F"#
%B7K7Q-$#!C1#I'++4*,$#N1#.'+?349*$#@1#
M?E9$#01#A("#%A4334'(#I'+G>-$#!"#

!0"#!5$+)*+$#F"#%F3*L'9G*+-$#:/1#
&7O49G'#%D'3*Q-$#:01#\?Q,*+$#!N1#
F99#%F99*+-$!:1#B?L*#%B?Q'99'E-#
!;1#M'(*Q$#!C1#M?E9$#N1#SE?('Q$#
:1#=4+'($#0#(?9,EQ"#

!:"#!6**7$#M'(*Q$#@C1#H'9O>#%<+'9,-$#
/N1#D'+'E#F99$#!V1#.E'+3*Q$#!R"#

!/"#!6**7$#M*QQ*$#;:1#=?33>#%2"#=433>#
P49W*+,?9-#;;1#D'+'E$#;1#A4334'(#
I"$#N#(?9,EQ"

!@"#!6**7$#I*9+>$#0;1#D7Q'9#%AE4,'X
W*+-$#0:1#D43'Q$#R1#="D"#%='+O7Q#
&"-$#@1#="B"#%=*+4?9#B*)*OO'#
]6*OW>^-$#/1#I"="#%I'+[*>#
='+4?9-$#01#234'Q#%234'Q#M?Q*TE7Q#
]M?*^-$#!"#

!R"#!8$./#%D'3*Q-$#='+8'+*,$#/N1#A"I"$#
;@#(1#M?E9$#;01#M?Q*TE$#;!1#
M'(*Q#="$#!@1#='+>$#!;1#M7347Q$#V1#
234'Q$#R1#SE?('Q$#:"#

!N"#!"+'//$#M?Q*TE$#:/1#='+>#%]P?33>^#
.E',E'(-$#:N1#A4334'($#@C"#

!V"#!9$##$+7$#A4334'($#0V1#B'OE*3$#0:1#
="2"$#!;#K1#M"6"$#N#(1#D"."$#0#("#

;C"#!0$((.(1$#D"F"#%&?QQ*9#F3*L'9G*+#
&'99498-$#0/1#.E'+3?,,*#%B**G-$#
0R1#2345'#%2345')*,E#]6*,,>^-$#N1#
PE43*,7Q#2"$#0"

;!"#!:+$(&$#D'+'E#%AE4,'W*+-$#;V1#
I*9+>$#!@1#H'9O>$#!:1#M?E9$#!C"

;;"#!:+$(&$#M'(*Q$#;;1#="M"#%='+,E'#
M'9*#P49W*+,?9-$#;;"

;0"#!"'')*+$#M'(*Q#%I*9+>-$#/@1#
2345')*,E#%='L_*33-$#/N1#F9G+*_$#
;:1#=49*+['$#;C1#.?37()7Q$#
!R1#A4334'($#!C1#B"="#%B?)*+,#
='+4?9-#.3'>,?9$#N#(?9,EQ#%<F-#
%8+'9GOE43G$#Q?9#?K#G'78E,*+#
=',43G'#F99#.??T*+#.3'>,?9$#
!N0C`!N/V-"#

;:"#!,'&/'($#I'++4Q$#0!1#.',E*+49*$#;/1#
<*?+8*$#V1#.'3[49$#R1#6>97($#/1#
J?3TE7Q$#;1#A4334'($#!#(?9,E1#
2'Q,*+$#@C"#

;/"#!;<"'((*+$#2"$#;!#(1#='+>$#;:1#
=49*+['$#!"#

;@"#!23(4%$#F()+?Q*$#//1#M'9*$#//"#
;R"#!,'&/'($#M?Q4'E$#@01#2'Q,*+$#@@"
;N"#!5$=.#&'($#M"M"$#;0#(1#D'+'E$#!V1#

I'++4*,$#!1#2345')*,E$#;#(?9,EQ"#
;V"#!0*3./$#M?Q4'E$#;@1#H'+O4QQ'$#0C1#

M?E9#J"$#;1#<*G#I"$#;#(?9,EQ"#
0C"#!6.1>&#%A+48E,-$#J'[4G$#//1#=4+'E$#

:/1#H'+O4QQ'$#;C1#I'($#!V1#
A4334'($#!@1#I*9+>$#!/1#M?E9$#!;1#
&'7+'$#/1#=433>$#;;1#I'3*>$#!#("#

0!"#!?$<@$#F3K?+G$#:R#%SH-1#='+>#:0#
%D.-1#D'+'E$#!N1#M734'$#!R1#<*?+8*$#
!/1#M?E9$#!01#A4334'($#!;1#='+>$#
/1#SE?('Q$#!"#

0;"#!6ABB$#J'94*3$#:N#%SH-1#J*343'$#!/1#
.>9,E4'$#!!1#M*GK?+G$#V1#F('9G'$#
R1#2(4349*$#/"#

00"#!6ABB$#I?Q*'$#;;1#2345')*,E$#!N1#
='+>$#!C#(?9,EQ"

0:"#!C.##.$=/$#A"B"$#:!#(1#D'+'E$#0!1#
M'(*Q$#!/1#M?E9$#R1#M*QQ*$#V1#
='9*+['$#/1#=',43G'$#0"

0/"#6>'7*/$#A4334'($#001#D7Q'9$#@C"#
0@"#!6.1>&#%A+48E,-$#='+8'+*,$#;:1#

M73*,,'$#R1#='+,E'$#/1#I'++4*,,$#0"#
0R"#!;*++*##$#M?E9#%=O-$#:0#%SH-1#M'9*$#

;R1#A4334'($#!01#M'9*#=*++*33$#RC"#
0N"#!;*++*##$#D'(7*3#:!1#234Q'$#0;1#

J'[4G$#!C1#&'7+'$#R1#M?E9$#:1#
D'(7*3#P',,?9$#;@"#

0V"#!9+*-$+7$#J"#%J'[4G-#D"$#;N1#
.'9G'O*$#;R#%SH-1#F3)*+,$#N#
(?9,EQ1#M?Q*TE$#0C1#='+8'+*,$#
;C1#='E'3*>$#!R1#SE?('Q#S+'9X
,E'($#;0#%Q?9#?K#M?Q*TE#'9G#
='+>#AE4,'W*+#S+'9,E'(-"#

:C"#!5$+)*+$#P*,*+$#:V1#='+>#%D,+?7T-$#
:/1#B'OE*3$#!V1#H'9O>$#!R1#
.',E*+49*$#!:1#D'(7*3$#!;1#D'+'E$#
!C1#2345')*,E$#R1#M'(*Q$#@"#

:!"#!8=$+&$#M?E9$#/0#%D.-1#23(4+'$#/C1#
2345')*,E$#!V"#

:;"#!?'&*#'#%P4,,433?-$#=',43G'$#:/1#
M?E9#B"$#!V1#D'+'E$#!R1#B*)*OO'$#
!/1#SE?('Q$#!01#B?)*+,$#!C1#
='+,E'$#N"

:0"#!5'+(4%$#D"D"$#;@#(1#='+>$#;;"#
::"#!D*$+3''7#%2'+_??G-$#SE?('Q$#

:@1#2345')*,E#%S+'9,E'(-$#:C1#
.E+4Q,49'$#!N1#6'+,3>#%6'+,3*,,-$#!@1#
M?QE7'$#!/1#SE?('Q$#!01#M?Q*TE$#
!C1#M?E9$#R1#='+>$#/"#

:/"#!E+$(&>$=#%A+48E,-$#='+>$#:C1#
F3*L'9G*+$#;C1#M?E9$#!/1#M?Q*TE$#
!:1#=*++4,,$#!;1#&*'9G*+$#!C"#

:@"#!">*$&$=#%.E',E'(-$#&7O+*O4'#
%&7O+*,4'-$#0V1#='+8'+*,$#!;1#
6*9?94#%6*9?4-$#/#(?9,EQ"#

:R"#!6.1>&#%A+48E,-$#M?E9$#@C1#H'9O>#
%P3*((?9Q-$#/!1#F3*L'9G*+$#;C1#
=',43G'#%P3*((?9Q-$#;/1#H'9O>$#/"#

!"#$%&'()(*+$,(-(./$(.$%&(0-(*1$(.$!2345$6&07$!
:N"#!6.1>&#%A+48E,-$#B"\"#%B?)*+,#

\+'9W349#]\+'9W^-$#0C1#='349G'#
%P3*((?9Q-$#;V1#D'+'E$#!1#
A4334'($#@#(?9,EQ1#='9*+['$#N1#
M?E9$#@1#H*_,?9$#0"#

:V"#!0%&>#%&>,3*-$#="$#/C1#B*)*OO'$#::1#
M?E9#I'+T*+$#;:"#

/C"#!E+$(&>$=$#='+>#%AE4,'W*+-$#@/1#
J'[4G#S+'9,E'($#;;"#

/!"#!E+$(&>$=$#M'(*Q$#;@1#%I'99'E-#
='9*+['#%A+48E,-#%<+'9,-$#;@1#
M'9*$#@1#D7Q'9$#;1#='+>$#!"#

/;"#!8=$+&$#SE?('Q#&"$#;N1#='+>$#;:1#
B*)*OO'$#;"

/0"#!F*(@.(/#%AE4,'W*+-$#D'+'E#/N1#
.?37()7Q$#;:1#I*9+>$#;!1#='+>#
%M*9W49Q-#Z_*9$#;0"#

/:"#!"#*='(/#%.3*(*9,Q-$#P+*Q,?9$#/V1#
&7O>#%P49W*+,?9-$#/1#='+>$#;/1#
J'[4G$#;;1#H'9O>$#!R1#F9G+*_$#
!:1#H?+('$#VV"#

Part two of three will appear in next month’s 
Town Crier.

!"#$%&'()*+,%"&-.$#/%0*1&2+)"3)%4&+"%+&
5%0%+6.578&9.&5%*&)0&*.#$(&4)*(&()/:&$.0*+$*&
*(%&;")%"&+*&$.<7=>+)"3)%4*.40$")%"8$./&."&
?@?ABBCADE?F&G$+66H*%I*J8
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1ith the pandemic still looming 
large at the advent of the #u 
season, there has been a lot 

of discussion about vaccines. But what 
exactly is a vaccine? Are there risks? Let’s 
review some common vaccine myths.
->:L%]2%E%*LA%@9HHQGA%SQII%UQ@A%

BA%:LA%=QKA9KA%Q:ZK%:<>QGU%:?%
F<A@AG:W%In many cases, this is impossi-
ble. Most vaccines are inactivated (killed) 
germs, and dead viruses or bacteria 
cannot cause disease. In some rare cases, 
people experience mild symptoms that 
are actually a sign of the immune system 
learning to recognize and respond to 
the virus or bacteria. It is not possible 
to get the full-blown disease from 
an inactivated vaccine, and the mild 
symptoms sometimes experienced do not 
out outweigh the overall bene"ts of the 
vaccine. !e #u vaccine is an example of 
an inactivated vaccine. 
->:L%]7%E%)%GA@A<%UA:%KQHJ+%K?%)%

=?GZ:%GAA=%9%@9HHQGAW%Vaccines are 
an important part of keeping people 
from getting sick. Not only do they help 
prevent disease in the person getting 
the vaccine, but it also helps prevent the 
spread of diseases, a phenomenon called 
herd immunity. Herd immunity is espe-
cially important for people who are not 
able to get vaccines due to compromised 

this process may be le%over and incor-
porated into the vaccine itself, but the 
tiny amounts are considered safe. Many 
people are not aware that formaldehyde 
is found in many everyday household 
items, such as paper towels and carpeting, 
and in fact humans typically have more 
formaldehyde in their bloodstreams 
created by our own metabolic systems 
than is present in vaccines.

Aluminum is added to some vaccines to 
help promote an immune response and 
can actually decrease the amount of killed 
virus or bacteria needed to develop immu-
nity. While it may sound unnatural to get 
aluminum through a vaccine, aluminum is 

immune 
systems (i.e., 
people who 
are on some 
chemotherapy 
regimens or 
have certain 
disease states). 
!erefore, get-
ting vaccines 
even if you do 
not typically 
get sick helps 
to protect 
yourself and 
the rest of the 
community.
->:L%]N%E%":LA<%QGU<A=QAG:K%QG%

@9HHQGAK%9<A%L9<BR;IW%Other ingredi-
ents besides the killed virus or bacteria 
are necessary to formulate vaccines. 
While some of these ingredients in very 
large quantities can be toxic, the amounts 
present in vaccines are so small that there 
is no evidence of harm. Some vaccine 
ingredients that may sound scary include 
formaldehyde, aluminum, and mercury. 

Formaldehyde is used in some vaccines 
to detoxify the virus or bacteria to be 
used in the vaccine (ensuring that it does 
not actually cause the disease itself). 
Tiny amounts of formaldehyde used in 

one of the most common elements found 
in nature. Infants who are breastfed will 
get more aluminum through breast milk 
or formula than they would from being 
exposed to vaccines. !is should tell you 
that the amount of aluminum in vaccines 
is not harmful.

Mercury used to be present in vaccines 
in the form of thimerosal, a preservative to 
prevent the growth of bacteria or fungi in 
vials of vaccines. While mercury is present 
in the environment and can be found 
in certain types of "sh that humans eat, 
the type of mercury found in thimerosal 
(ethylmercury) is more easily and quickly 
broken down and eliminated by the 
human body. Nevertheless, because of 
concerns about the potential buildup of 
mercury, thimerosal is no longer routinely 
used for vaccine formulation. Today, 
thimerosal is only used in multiple-dose 
vials of the #u vaccine.

It’s clear that vaccines not only help 
protect us from disease but also help 
others by slowing the possible spread of 
diseases. For additional reliable infor-
mation on vaccines, check out cdc.gov/
vaccines. Do your part and get vaccinated.

T#$.$%U*#),1%)+%(%,*).),(*%J1(#-(,)+'%('%!IKV5%
;(-)*?%K$(*'1%5$.'$#%('%5(.$%5#$$W6%XMYL%
5(.$%5#$$W%F"(&D%;*$',1$#6%RLSGSLMO6

59HHQGA%->:L%6;K:A<K

!"#$%&'()#*+&*'+,(#!-./#01'2(#3&+4#5+6*)#5'0'5#&17*'!#8&$15(#89&+,*9+,8)#
"#$$%!&'(')*&+,*-$#.$//&).-&0#,1)"2!&2$'&34/'&56&7,.4'$/&'(&8/9$1,**$:&;+.$#&<,.).",.=&81),*)>*$?&

:!..)... !"#$%&'(()*+

(;'%8$%,5$&#01'2<�3ULYDWH�¿�YH�DFUHV��¿�YH�PLQXWHV�WR�$VKHYLOOH��2:1(5�6(5,286��0$.(�2))(5��
:=>.)... !"#$%&*&,+((:;+.$#@A#(%$#:

������6)������DFUHV�����������������6)������DFUHV�����������%RWK�%+44'&%1$5#?,15716*(#+6#=@AB#
5'0'5#$%&'(�����������!"#$&(,)(,(�2:1(5�6(5,286��

SALE PENDING

SOLD hundreds of homes
SOLD thousands of acres
SOLD numerous commercial

ALLEN HELMICK 
FAIRVIEW REALTOR FOR 35 YEARS

!"##$%##&'($$828-329-8400
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MUST SELL NOW!
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3here are many factors that play a role 
in living a long, happy life. Much 
attention has been devoted to eating 

right, getting adequate rest and exercising 
regularly. Health professionals measure 
our blood work and body mass index and 
routinely check four of the six vital signs: 
temperature, blood pressure, pulse, and 
respiration. ! e " % h vital sign is pain. And 
many professionals agree that the sixth vital 
sign is walking speed. How fast you walk 
re# ects your general health. While many 
of us slow down as we get older, which is 
normal, there are age- and gender-related 
walking speed norms that have been 
identi" ed as a measure of good health.

A study in the Journal of the American 
Medical Association analyzed over 34,000 
community-dwelling adults aged 65 years 
or older and followed them for six to 21 
years. ! e study found that gait speed was 
associated with survival in older adults. As 
the results below show, those that walked 
faster lived longer. 
-AG+%4^%>A9<K%?I=+%SL?%IQ@A=%
9G?:LA<%28%>A9<s
Slow walkers: 19%
Fast walkers: 87%
/?BAG+%4^%>A9<K%?I=+%SL?%IQ@A=%
9G?:LA<%28%>A9<K
Slow walkers: 35%
Fast walkers: 91%

A recent article in ! e Mayo Clinic 
Proceedings supports these " ndings. ! e 
study observed 475,000 participants over 
seven years and determined that brisk 
walkers had a longer life expectancy than 
slow walkers. ! ese " ndings were consis-
tent no matter the person’s weight, BMI, 
waist circumference, or percentage of body 
fat. It showed that women who walk faster 
than four miles per hour could improve 
their life expectancy up to 15 years.
1KKAKK%6AR?<A%0:9<:QGU
Trying to walk faster when you are not 
physically capable is a very bad idea. 
There are a variety of reasons why 
walking speeds decrease. A thorough 
physical therapy assessment will identify 
the causes. One program does not fit all. 
To improve walking speed, it is import-
ant to have adequate strength, flexibility, 
and endurance. Factors often overlooked 
but crucial for improving walking speed 
are confidence, reaction time, and 
vestibular (inner ear) function. All these 
factors can be assessed and improved 
upon with a customized, individualized 
treatment program.

@'$<$.%!(,WD%=ED%@5@D%)+%(%J1?+),(*%
'1$#(J)+'%+J$,)(*)C)./%).%"#'1"J$&),%(.&%
+J"#'+%-$&),).$%J1?+),(*%'1$#(J?%('%IQBFI%
=1?+),(*%E1$#(J?6%(<"#(1$(*'16,"-6
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BOLTON

SERVICES

Bolton Services is a family 

business dedicated to 

serving our WNC neighbors.

boltonservicewnc.com

EMERGENCY AFTER-HOURS 

SERVICE AVAILABLE

Give us a 
call today!

PLUMBING • ELECTRICAL • HVAC • GENERATORS

                             

Aaron was perfectly on-time and, as I am a repeat 

customer, was familiar with our home and system....

friendly without delaying his performance or 

effectiveness. I wish all service calls were this 

professional. 

Watson J., August 2020

                             

Wonderful experience, professional, polite, 

informative, and kind. Thank you for a positive 

experience during trying times!

Anne C., June 2020

OPEN AND SERVING OUR CUSTOMERS

BOLTON

SERVICES

828-253-3621
Monday-Friday, 8 am-5 pm

JULIE 
DROPPED

123
LBS!

BEFORE AFTER

Reverse Type 2 Diabetes, 
Sleep Apnea, and 

High Blood Pressure

Empowering you with 
long term nutrition and 

behavioral support

Locally owned and operated by Dr. Ashley Lucas, doctorate in nutrition, registered dietitian

SERVING ASHEVILLE & GREENVILLE  |  MYPHDWEIGHTLOSS.COM

CALL TODAY 828 552 3333

PERFORMANCE ï  HEALTH ï  DIET

828.552.3333 ï  myphdweightloss.com
1833 Hendersonville Road, Asheville

YOUR
TEAM.
LIFE
CHANGE.
David
let go of
102 lbs.
in 34
weeks

BEFORE AFTER

YOUR TEAM 
LIFE CHANGE

IN OFFICE or VIRTUAL AT HOME SESSIONS!
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.n honor of November’s holiday, I 
thought I’d take an opportunity to 
think about what I’m thankful for 

during this year of stressful strangeness. 
When things are less than optimal, I 
think it’s particularly important to take 
a few moments to focus on the good 
aspects; the parts that are working in 
life. It helps me put the bad things in 
perspective and see that things aren’t as 
bad as I initially thought. I encourage 
you to re# ect on the awesome (or at least 
the not negative) parts of your life and 
current situation and hope you’ll realize 
that things could be a lot worse.
TQRA%P?AK%"G
! ankfully, no one in my family (immedi-
ate or extended) has been sick with 
COVID-19. ! at’s not to say there’s been 
no medical issues, but they have all been 
of the mundane variety related to aging 
or our day-to-day existence—issues such 
as arthritis, broken bones, stitches, and 
pregnancies. In fact, before the end of the 
year, we’ll get to welcome two new baby 
girls to the family. We’re extremely excited 
about this, as it proves that life goes on 
even during a pandemic. It reminds us 
always to look forward, because it’s only 
the future that we can a$ ect.

I am grateful for the fact that our 

business is still supporting us " nancially. 
We’ve been lucky that we had co-pack 
accounts to see us through the total 
shutdown and that none of our restaurant 
accounts have had to permanently close. 
We’re not where we usually are with our 
local orders, but things are picking up, and 
we’ve expanded with one of our large out-
of-state accounts to 
help cover the slowly 
recovering local scene. 
Hopefully, everyone 
will soon enjoy a 
return to " nancial 
success as well, and 
we’ll get to work with 
a whole new group 
of restaurants as the 
economy recovers.

I have been really 
pleased that our 
food supply chains 
have weathered the 
pandemic, both 
nationally and, more 
importantly, locally. 
It’s good to know that our local farmers 
and markets have stuck with it during 
the uncertainty of the growing season 
(late frosts, lots of rain), whether or not 
we’d have markets, and how the markets 
might be run. And while markets are 

not the social events of years past, I have 
appreciated the continued support of our 
customers, as well as their willingness 
to # ow with the changes in the way the 
market is run (limiting shoppers and 
vendors, requiring masks, etc.) and 
accepting those changes with grace and 
humor for the most part. It truly is good 

to know that we can 
make it work even 
during tough times. 
! ough we may 
not be able to " nd 
canned tomatoes at 
the grocery store one 
week, we have other 
options available if 
we’re willing to be 
# exible and look 
around.

I know that 
! anksgiving will 
not be the traditional 
event we all expect. 
We probably won’t 
be able to get all the 

nieces and our nephew (with a cousin, 
grandparent, or farm hand thrown in for 
good measure) together for a Chinese 
takeout dinner and a rousing game of 
Headbands on the Wednesday before 
! anksgiving. ! at’s been our tradition 

since Walter’s mother passed away. 
! anksgiving day itself is usually spent 
in Shelby with my parents and sister’s 
family. What this holiday holds is still 
uncertain. It may just be the three of us 
and a schedule of Zoom calls around a 
turkey. If that’s what it is, I’m grateful we 
still have those folks to reach out to on 
Zoom and a turkey to share. Actually, 
the boys don’t like turkey, so they might 
like the possibility that we could have 
lasagna instead of the usual dreaded giant 
poultry. 
0AGKA%?R%,?BB;GQ:>
All in all, I think we’re pretty lucky here 
at Imladris. ! e new normal is taking 
hold, and we’re seeing it’s not what we 
dreamed of but it’s still not the disaster 
it could be. I hope those who have been 
most hard hit by this pandemic due to 
lost income, housing, and loved ones will 
recover and excel in the future. We are 
lucky in our area that we have a relatively 
strong sense of community to see us 
through this situation and to make the 
best of whatever comes out of it in the 
long term.
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RAISED BEDS

before after

before

LANDSCAPING

fairviewlandscaping.com

MULCH
DRIVEWAY WORK
PARKING PADS
BACKFILLING
SEPTIC TANKS
DRAIN CULVERTS
STORM DRAINS
GRADING
BRUSH CLEARING
HORSE ARENAS
RETAINING WALLS
AND MORE!

Fully insured and licensed. 
We show up on time ó  every time.

828 628-4080

The yard youí ve always wanted!
Fall is a great time to enjoy your patio, fi  re pit, and freshly 
landscaped property. Raised beds are a nice addition 
to your fl  ower or garden needs.

Give us a call today!

after

HEY! KIDS!  
Share your coloring creations 
with us for a chance to be 
featured on our Facebook 
and Instagram accounts! 

Take a picture of your work 
of art and email it to  
copy@fairviewtowncrier!com 
or text it to "#"$%%&$'(")!

The staff of the Crier wishes 
you all a happy Thanksgiving!
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. f you follow local news, you know it’s 
been a controversial and difficult 
time to serve on the Board of 

Education. Though we all want what’s 
best for students in these complicated 
times, we don’t necessarily agree on the 
best way to get there. But at the October 
meeting, there was an item we agreed 
on unanimously: the county-wide
solar project.

This ball started rolling with a vote of 
the county commissioners in July, when 
they unanimously approved a $10.1 
million collaborative solar project, 
with a total of 47 
solar installations 
on facilities owned 
by the county, 
Buncombe County 
Schools, Asheville 
City Schools, A-B 
Tech, and the City of 
Asheville. (The city 
will pay for their own 
projects but was part 
of the joint bidding 
process). According 
to the Asheville 
Citizen-Times, North 
Carolina is second only to California 
in the generation of solar energy, and 

this project will be the biggest 
publicly owned solar project 
in the state. The final bid 
was awarded to M.B. 
Haynes Corporation of 
Asheville.

Nine Buncombe 
County schools plus the 
aquatic center will have 
photovoltaic systems 
installed during this 
process, with three roof 
installations and the rest 
on the ground. The proj-

ects 
will be 
spread 
across 
the six school 
districts. The 
county will pay 
for all of our new 
systems, but then 
they will become 
the property of 
Buncombe County 
Schools, which will 
maintain them. 

We anticipate a 
savings of approximately $303,000 for 
the first year, which would mean savings 

of over $13 million over the 30-year life 
of the project. For the first 15 years, the 
school system has agreed to pass along 
the savings to the county by reducing 
our utilities request by the correspond-
ing annual amount. After this initial 
period, any savings will be used toward 
future solar or other energy-saving 
projects or utility costs.

In the Reynolds district, our new 
photovoltaic system will be a 

ground-based system at Cane 
Creek Middle School. ! e 

solar panels will be on the 
south side of the school, 
with 13 panels on the right 
side of the driveway as it 
curves le%  toward the bus 
parking lot. Installation 
will likely happen next 
summer when students 
are not on campus. 

In these turbulent times, 
it was a delight to vote for 

a project that appears to 
have no downsides. ! is is an 

opportunity to build goodwill 
by collaborating with the county, 

and it will save tax dollars and help 
the environment. Additionally, with 

the system on the ground where students 
can observe it, this project will provide 
scienti" c learning opportunities for our 
Cane Creek students as they chart their 
paths toward the future. Everybody wins!
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by Kenya Ho"art

!e last several months have been full of 
change. !rough it all, the sta$ at 
Fairview Elementary has worked hard 
to adapt and move forward with each 
new challenge they have faced and have 
remained thankful for a wonderful school 
community. When the school sta$ was 
asked what they were most grateful for 
during this season of thanksgiving, they 
replied that they are thankful: 
•  for families who are patient, understand-

ing and show grace during a time when 
we are all trying to do our very best.

•  for technology that is provided to 
students at no charge so that every 
student can continue to learn, no matter 
the distance.

•  for community members who have 
provided treats, encouraging words, 
special surprises and notes of thanks for 
teachers and sta$ who sometimes need a 
little encouragement.

•  for the time we have with our students, 
whether it is in the classroom or online.

•  that children are fed and meals are 
provided to families in need.

•  for those who make the tough decisions 
that are sometimes met with opposition.

•  for custodians who have met the 
challenge to sanitize every area of our 
school every single day.

•  that, through it all, Buncombe County 
Schools has provided job opportunities 
for custodians, bus drivers, teacher 
assistants, cafeteria workers, and o'ce 
personnel so that none lost their job or 
missed a paycheck.

•  for students who desire to learn and families 
that are willing to support and assist them.

•  for an administration team who works 
endless hours to make sure schedules are 
made, protocols are followed and changes 
are communicated—all with the goal to 
keep students and sta$ safe and healthy.
And we are hopeful that, very soon, our 

halls will be "lled with happy, healthy and 
successful children.

If you are an FES family, we thank you. 
!ank you for trusting the sta$ at Fairview 
Elementary to do its very best to serve 
your children. If you are a community 
member who supports FES in some spe-
cial way, we thank you. !ank you for your 
kind thoughts and encouraging words. If 
you are a sta$ member at FES, we thank 
you. You have faced these challenges with 
open minds and a willingness to move 
forward. We truly are all in this together. 
For all these things, we give thanks.
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Firepit Season Is Here!
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D%Quickly open your hand to 
show that the coin has disap-
peared. Only you will know that 
it is stuck to your nail.

^ To get rid of the coin, put your 
hand in your pocket and let it 
fall o$ your "nger.  -9UQHX

0.*%#'%You need a coin and double-sided Scotch tape (or Blu Tack, which is normally used for 
holding up posters). Take a small piece of tape and place it on your "ngernail that is nearest the 
coin when the coin is held in the palm of your hand. It will most likely be your middle "nger. 
Note: !e trick is easier with a lighter coin.

2%Show your hand with a coin in it 
to the audience. Keep your nails 
turned toward you so the audience 
doesn’t see the piece of tape. 

7%Close your hand into a "st and 
press the nail with the tape onto 
the coin.

2 7

N%Wave your other hand over 
your closed "ngers in a “magical” 
way to block your audience’s 
view.

N

D
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yes!WE’RE

OPEN
Family Health Center  at Cane Creek 

Newborn, pediatric and adult care

1542 Cane Creek Road, Fletcher, NC 
628 8250

O!ce Hours: Monday"ñ "Friday: 8:00am"ñ "5:00pm
Family Health Center at Cane Creek

Happy Thanksgiving!
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1hen does training end? !is is a 
common question that pet 
trainers get asked. We also get 

asked to let pet owners know when dogs 
can be trusted o$ their leashes.

!ose are tough questions for even the 
most experienced trainer to answer 
because there are so many variables. 
Each dog training professional organi-
zation—and they are numerous—has 
some established guidance, but there are 
no universal standards in training dogs. 
At our business, we train dogs to our 
standards and coach owners on how to 
maintain those standards, but those are 
just our recommendations a%er years of 
training hundreds of dogs. 

Ultimately, owners will choose to 
maintain the parts and pieces that work 
for them. Owners may come back a%er a 
few months and tell us that they’re ready 
to learn more of what we recommend. 
We prefer to understand what goals our 
clients want to achieve for their dog so we 
can cover that in our coaching, too. Obe-
dience and manners for dogs start with 
a foundation of skills that are built upon 
as the dog learns more and as the owners 
meet existing goals and set new ones. We 
think good training starts with coaching 
to the standards and then helping the 
owner continue to teach, maintain and 
build upon these skills.

!ere are many nuances to training. A 
dog’s genetics and instinct greatly a$ect 
the success of training, as well as the 
frustration level of an owner. Some dogs 
are genetically very nervous, and others 
are overly con"dent. Some are stubborn, 
and others have not been socialized to 
the world outside of their home and 
crate. Most are hungry for more structure 
and guidance from their owners. Each 
dog requires a slightly di$erent approach 
to training. It is imperative that owners 
and trainers alike recognize that each 
dog is unique and his or her training 

-9G>%59<Q9CIAK%-9JA%*<9QGQGU%*QBA%MQRRA<AG:%R?<%1II
may need to have 
many di$erent 
approaches to 
be successful. 
For instance, 
if you have a 
nervous dog 
that won’t take 
a food treat as a 
reward but just 
keep trying to 
give them treats, 
your training is 
dead in the water. 
!ings, such as 
specialty leashes, 
collars and 
harnesses, are not 
what trains the 

dog. It’s the person holding the leash that 
does it. !e tools are just helpers to make 
training easier and quicker and to keep 
the attention of the dog.

!ere is no bag of pixie dust that we sell 
that suddenly changes a naughty dog into 
a magni"cent companion. If there was, I 
would be selling it by the case.

Below are what we consider standard 
goals for dog owners.
•  !e ability for an owner to comfortably 

take their dog on a walk in public on a 
loose leash, without the dog pulling or 
being reactive.

•  A dog that can remain calm and relaxed 
in the face of typical, daily distractions, 
both in and out of the home.

•  A dog that has an on-and-o$ switch and 
does not assume that all dogs or people 
around them are there to be played with.

•  A dog that can enjoy a hike or travel in a 
way that allows their owner to have a 
fun, peaceful experience with family or 
friends.

•  An owner who does not unduly stress 
out their dog, and a dog that has the 
same respect for their owner.

•  An owner that has hobbies that they can 
do together safely and happily with their 
dog.
I love seeing a dog enjoying a ride with 

their human companion, with the 
windows down and the breeze blowing 
through their fur. Other dogs are couch 
potatoes, which is perfectly "ne as long 
as their owners are "ne with that. We are 
supportive of all that removes stressors 
and increases respectful behaviors and joy 
in the human-canine bond.
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CC FLOORING
Home of the Floor Doktor!
Hardwood ï  Tile ï  Carpet ï  Laminate ï  Vinyl

Sanding ï  Refinishing

828.255.3532
www.CCFlooring.net
246 Old Airport Road, Fletcher

Spring Mountain Baptist Church
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SERVICE SCHEDULE
Sunday School 9:45 am
Worship 11:00 am
Sunday Evening 5:30 pm
Wednesday 7:00 pm

REYNOLDS BAPTIST CHURCH
520 Rose Hill Rd, Asheville, NC
ReynoldsBaptistChurch.org
828.779.9783

A!liated with the Presbyterian Church in America

!"#$%&'()#$*'+"&,-&'
(828) 628-1044

.%&#/0, 10 am

1"0&20-3'!&-#4/%%5
Mon., Weds., Fri.   
September–May 
Ages 2-5 
(828) 338-2073
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a shop for everyone

 KATHIE EARLEY 628 9596, 27 WALNUT HILL DRIVE, FAIRVIEW

cut ï  color ï  perm   

Open 9:30 amñ 5 pm, Thursday & Friday, by appointment only 
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Angels of Fairview is a non-pro" t group made up of 
community members who assists families in need. ! eir 
clients are identi" ed by counselors at Fairview Elementary 
and Cane Creek Middle schools.

During this holiday season, a donation of $50 will 
secure a complete prepared meal for a family of four to six 
people. ! e meal includes a 10- to 12-pound turkey, two 
side dishes, rolls and a dessert.

Tax-deductible donations will be accepted through 
December 31. Checks should be sent to Angels of 
Fairview, 
PO Box 94, 
Fairview, 
NC, 28730 
or dropped 
o$  outside 
the Town 
Crier o'  ce in the blue dropbox (please do not bring your 
donations inside).
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Krista 
Connelly, DPT

Be Well Physical Therapy, L.L.C.
1961 Cane Creek Road
Fletcher, NC 28732

Physical Therapist
828 490 7371

krista@bewellphysicaltherapy.com bewellphysicaltherapy.com
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live in Sarasota, Florida, but rent 
a small place in Fletcher to be 
near their their son Chris and 
grandson Branson. Sharon got 
in touch with the Crier to tell us 
more about Branson.

Ever since Branson moved to 
Fletcher in 2017, he’s been snow-
boarding in the Cataloochee 
area. He became a member of 
the United States of America 
Snowboard Association in order 
to compete in events. 

In March of this year, he won 
two gold medals in giant slalom 
in the Southeast Division, which 
quali" ed him to compete in 
the national competition in 
Colorado. In addition to his 

medals, Branson also 
earned a special 

award for always 
being courteous 

and considerate 
and having a 

great attitude on 
and o$  the slopes. 

Along with the award, 
Branson received an o$ er to 

attend a summer camp in Tahoe, 
California, for free.

Unfortunately, the COVID-19 
pandemic put an end to Branson’s excite-

ment a% er two weeks. ! e slopes in Colorado 
closed and the national competitions were 
canceled. And then the summer camp was also 
canceled. ! e good news is that Camp Wood-
ward will honor his award next season. 

Congrats from all of us at the Crier, Branson!
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$ike everyone, you want to remain 
physically and "nancially independent 
throughout your life. But if you lose 

some of this freedom, the last thing you’d 
want is to become a burden on your family. 
How can you keep this from happening? 

First of all, you need to be aware of the 
risk. Someone turning 65 today has 
almost a 70 percent chance of eventually 
needing some type of long-term care, 
according to the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services. Of course, 
this doesn’t necessarily mean that you 
face that 70 percent likelihood. In reality, 
you have either a zero percent chance of 
requiring long-term care (you’ll never 
need it) or a 100 percent chance (you’ll 
de"nitely need it).

Nonetheless, if you think you’ve got 
that zero percent chance, you’re taking a 
gamble–and it could be a big one, because 
long-term care is expensive. !e median 
annual cost for a private room in a nurs-
ing home is over $102,000, according to 
Genworth, an insurance company. Other 
long-term care services, such as those 
provided by a home health care aide, also 
don’t come cheaply.

Furthermore, you can’t count on 
Medicare paying all these costs–in fact, it 
would probably only cover a small por-
tion of a nursing home stay and provide 
limited assistance for home health care. 

'<?:AH:%!?;<%(9BQI>%R<?B%T?GU[:A<B%,9<A%,?K:K%
So, if you were "nancially unprepared for 
the expense of long-term care, the burden 
might fall on your loved ones. !is could 
be a big "nancial challenge, in two ways. 

First, if a family member had to 
become your caregiver, this individual 
might have to abandon a career, or at 
least substantially reduce their working 
hours. Not only would this result in a 
loss of income, but it could also lower 
the amounts that could be contributed to 
a 401(k) or similar employer-sponsored 
retirement plan. 

Second, if your family members 
couldn’t leave their jobs or cut back on 
their hours, or they were simply unable 
to provide the type of long-term care you 
need, they might be forced to pay for a 
nursing home stay or home health care 
worker out of pocket. 

To avoid these outcomes, you have a 
couple of options:
•   Self-insure–You could conceivably 

“self-insure” against the costs of long-
term care by devoting a portion of your 
investment portfolio speci"cally to this 
purpose. However, if at some point you 
require admission to a nursing home, it 
may require a signi"cant commitment of 
your resources. 

•  Purchase protection–Over the past 
decade or so, there’s been an increase in 
the types of long-term care protection 

vehicles available. !ese instruments 
vary widely in cost and in what they 
cover, but by choosing a protection 
option, you may greatly lower the "nan-
cial risk you might face. By consulting 
with a "nancial professional, you should 
be able to "nd an arrangement that’s 
appropriate for your situation. 
Preserving your "nancial indepen-

dence and helping protect that of your 
family should be a key "nancial goal. And 

you can make progress toward accom-
plishing this by recognizing the potential 
cost of long-term care and taking steps to 
deal with it. 
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Ted Wright, DVM • Leigh Ann Hamon, DVM

1548 Cane Creek Road 
Fletcher, NC 28732

Office 
(828) 628-9908
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Laura Hutchinson, Broker
828-337-9448 | laura@weichertunlimited.com

Former English Teacher,
AC Reynolds
GO ROCKETS!

Happy Thanksgiving!
828-628-9495 | 3082 Cane Creek Rd | www.steammasterwnc.com  

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

 Stay healthy — get your carpets clean!
 WE ARE ESSENTIAL AND WE ARE HERE FOR YOU.

RONNIE YOUNT

LICENSED NC GENERAL CONTRACTOR  
SHOWER LEAKS 
REPAIRS
TUB-TO-SHOWER 
CONVERSIONS
KITCHEN/BATH 
REMODELS
HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE 
APPLICATIONS

Call Ron!
450-3900

visit us today at aadiamondtile.com

Over 40 years experience!AA DIAMOND TILE
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.t is an exciting time to be a Buncombe 
County resident. As you may know, Pratt 
& Whitney, a division of Raytheon Tech-

nologies Corporation, recently announced 
plans to invest approximately $650 million 
through 2027 in a new Buncombe County 
manufacturing facility. ! e milestone 
investment in new building, technology, 
machinery and equipment is intended to 
create hundreds of new jobs through 2027, 
including career opportunities in engineer-
ing, technology, production and manage-
ment. ! e Board of Commissioners has 
taken our goals (from the strategic plan) to 
diversify our local economy and improve 
wages seriously. ! e announcement from 
Pratt & Whitney is a signi" cant step in 
helping to ensure we meet the goals we have 
set forth for the county.

Pratt & Whitney is a world leader in the 
design, manufacture and service of aircra%  
and helicopter engines, as well as auxiliary 
power units. Raytheon Technologies is 
an aerospace and defense company that 
provides advanced systems and services 
for commercial, military and government 
customers worldwide. 

At full buildout, the operations of Pratt & 
Whitney are intended to create over 800 jobs 
at an average wage of $68,000, approximately 
60% above the average wage in the county. 
! e project is expected to generate over $54 
million in new annual labor income for the 

county and the Asheville Metro Region, 
according to estimates by the Department 
of Commerce. ! e hiring process for the 
facility is expected to begin in late 2021. 
1[6%*AHL%'9<:GA<KLQF
! e company has partnered with A-B Tech 
and the North Carolina Community 
College System to train the " rst generation 
of Pratt & Whitney employees in Bun-
combe County. A dedicated training facility 
will be constructed adjacent to the plant 
for both pre-hire, post-hire and continuing 
education initiatives of the company. I 
am excited to be able to work to support 
this investment in both of my roles in our 
community, and I think I bring a unique to 
perspective to the work. As the executive 
director of the A-B Tech Foundation, I 
will lead e$ orts to support grants that help 
purchase equipment for the training facility 
and fundraising to support the needs of the 
trainees, such as the costs associated with 
recruiting and training students. 

Pratt & Whitney’s plans call for the 
development of a new, one million-square-
foot advanced manufacturing facility 
that will be situated on an approximately 
100-acre tract overlooking Interstate 26 
south of the French Broad River. ! e 
company is environmentally conscious 
and is pursuing LEED certi" cation on 
the facility. ! e planned facility marks 

6QU%)G@AK:BAG:K%QG%)G=;K:<>%9G=%V?;KQGU the " rst private investment to be located 
in the Biltmore Park West development, 
located in south Buncombe County and 
developed by Biltmore Farms LLC. ! e 
collaboration between Pratt & Whitney and 
Biltmore Farms will catalyze important site, 
access and infrastructure improvements 
at Biltmore Park West, helping to pave the 
way for future employment and economic 
development in that part of the county.
d?CK%9G=%$A@AG;AK
In addition to the planned 800 new hires, 
464 additional indirect and induced jobs 
(jobs created when new employees spend 
on local goods and services) will generate 
over $76.4 million in new labor income. 
Furthermore, the one-time impact from 
the construction of the facility is expected 
to support 1,029 total construction jobs. 
! e collective labor income from these 
jobs is estimated to exceed $52.7 million. 
Once direct jobs are established, the county 
anticipates that local tax revenues of over 
$2.5 million will be generated.

! e Board of Commissioners is also 
working on its goal to increase the availabil-
ity of a$ ordable housing. At our October 20 
meeting, we unanimously approved nearly 
$1.3 million for projects that will help 
provide 892 a$ ordable housing units. ! e 
A$ ordable Housing committee considered 
14 applications requesting more than $5 
million before landing on nine projects 
that met the task force’s criteria. ! ose 
initiatives will provide new construction, 

rental assistance and emergency repairs. 
! is was a new process for determining 
awards, and I am pleased with the in-depth 
conversations we had to ensure that we are 
investing funds into the programs that have 
signi" cant impacts in a$ ordable housing.

! e projects are: Jasper Apartments, 
$1,068,476 to help build 84 units; Eblen 
Charities, $156,000 for rental assistance; 
Eliada Homes, $10,050 for rental assistance; 
Asheville Area Habitat for Humanity, 
$228,449 for emergency home repairs; 
Mountain Housing Opportunities, 
$300,000 for emergency home repairs; 
CIMA, $25,000 for emergency home 
repairs; Eliada Homes, $25,000 for the 
construction of a$ ordable units; On Track 
Financial Education & Counseling, $25,000 
for homeownership programming for 592 
people; Buncombe County, $40,000 for four 
employee assistance bene" t program loans.

! e A$ ordable Housing committee has a 
balance of $673,297 still to be allocated. I’m 
glad we have additional funds, as we don’t 
know what will happen with the pandemic. 
I anticipate a continued need to support 
those most impacted by job losses, and I 
want us to have the capacity to assist them.
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Thank you f!  supp! ting 
our farmó growing food f!  

Fairview since 1999!

! yingcloudfarm.net
828.768.3348

1860 Charlotte Highway, Fairview
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Need a Tech Guy 
who can help you if you’re

   in quarantine?
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Wilderness, a new gardening store, has 
opened in Cane Creek Station, but it 
o$ ers more than just plants. 

! e owners, Adam and Emma, 
specialize in unusual and hard-to-" nd 
indoor plants, carry locally-made prod-
ucts (organic teas, CBD and pottery), and 
o$ er services such as repotting and plant 
care advice and interior landscape design 
consultations for residential and com-
mercial clients. ! ey will also host yoga 
classes, herbalism and medicine-making 
workshops and other classes.

Adam and Emma fell in love with the 
Fairview area and decided to settle down 
here a% er years of traveling the world. 
“[Our] passion for plants and the will 
to work for ourselves made us turn an 
abandoned car wash into a little oasis that 
brings some goodness to an area that is 
easily overlooked yet possesses so much magic,” said Emma.

Due to COVID-19, masks are required, curbside pickup is available, and local 
delivery is coming soon so you can shop safely from your home. 
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Shannon’s Deli has opened in the 
space of the former Rocket Grill 
location in Kounty Line station. 
! e early menu has biscuits with 
lots of " xins and breakfast sand-
wiches. Lunch features burgers, 

hot dogs, a variety of hot and 
cold sandwiches and sides. 
Everything is priced fairly, and specials are o$ ered almost every day. Owner Shannon 
Beam said she’s enjoying seeing so many familiar faces. She told the Crier that she 
worked in the same location eight years ago, and now she owns it. You can call ahead 
to order pick up. And check their Facebook page for specials.
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When Raynatta Waters closed 
the Fairview Subway to put her 
full energy into her store in 
Reynolds, it created a perfect 
opportunity for Wayne Al-
Abed to expand his presence 
in that location. He has owned 

and operated the Citgo Station 
at the same location since the 
early 1990s, and now his wife 
Finan (and daughter Diala and son Kareem) have joined him to open Wayne’s Subs. 
! e food is fresh with generous portions, and the bread is baked fresh. ! ere are also 
a few Middle Eastern delights, such as spinach pie, stu$ ed grape leaves, vegetable and 
meat pies, and baklava. Prices are fair, with six-inch subs starting at $3.49. ! ey also 
have 12-inch subs and wraps. In a fun coincidence, Wayne told us he actually worked 
on the construction of the previous Subway in early 1999.
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! ere is a new insurance agency moving into the space 
that Gloria Berlin Allstate Agency vacated on Charlotte 
Highway (see below). Folks will recognize Tim Wilson 
and Angie LaRowe at B & M Insurance Group, as they 
both worked at the Gloria 
Berlin Agency. Tim took 
Angie’s place at Gloria 
Berlin’s, and Angie " lled 
Tim’s old spot at a Hen-
dersonville agency. ! e two got to know each other doing 
business over the phone. B & M owner Brian Davis (le% ), 
graduated from AC Reynolds High School and joined 

the United States Army, serving for 8 years based in Maryland. Two years ago, Brian 
opened B & M in Maryland. Since he and Tim were longtime friends, it was a natural 
for the two to work together and bring Brian’s business back to his hometown. ! e 
agency writes policies in North Carolina, Maryland, Virginia and DC. As Angie put it, 
“We provide insurance for everything with wheels and walls, including boats, ATVs, 
landlord/investment property coverage and even builder’s risk policies—everything 
except health insurance.”

! e o'  ce will be open the " rst week of November, and all involved are excited to be 
back in the extended Fairview community.
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by Candi Yount

Our October meeting was held at To the 
Brim: Re" ll Store at 145 Charlotte 
Highway, Suite 60. 

Shelby Emerson, a new FBA member, 
explained to members what a “re" ll” store 
is: bring in your empty plastic containers, 
such as for dish soap or kitchen cleaner, 
and re" ll them with the products she sells. 
In addition to helping reduce plastic waste, 
the store’s re" ll options are eco-friendly 
and o% en gentler on the skin. ! e store 
also carries other interesting eco-friendly 
items and health supplies, such as 
toothpaste tablets and bar soaps.
-AA:QGU%#F=9:AK
A new executive board was voted in and 
will begin their term in January. Katherine 
Morosani, from Edward Jones, was named 
the new president. Michelle Shuford, from 
Sunrise Sawmill, remains as vice president. 
Brandy Lampert, from Frame It Asheville, 
remains as treasurer. Heather Ward, from 
First Bank, was named the new secretary. 
Janet Peterson, from Cloud 9 Relaxation 
Home, remains as meeting coordinator. 
And Bill Scobie, from Scobie.net, remains 
as webmaster .
&?@ABCA<%-AA:QGU
We will gather on Monday, November 9 at 
Steam Master Carpet and Upholstery 
Cleaning, located at 3082 Cane Creek 
Road in Fairview. ! e meeting will be 
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jointly hosted by Steam Master and 
Carolina Mobile Optics. Lyle and Juanita 
Boyd will bring eyeglass frames to try 
on, with proper care being taken for 
safety concerns with COVID. Bring your 
nametags and a folding chair.
V?IQ=9>%'9<:>%
Save the date! Our holiday party will be 
held on Monday, December 7 at Turgua 
Brewing Company at 3131 Cane Creek 
Road. RSVPs are required.
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OPEN  Wedsñ Sat 11amñ 6 pm, Sunday 12ñ 5 pm

828.777.8922
1484 CHARLOTTE HIGHWAY, FAIRVIEW

Featuring a variety 
of vintage 

& antique finds!
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.nterning at Root Cause this summer has 
taught me that language tends to fall 
short next to the power of feeling and 

listening to the land. I have constructed 
a poem (at right) that truly captures my 
time at Root Cause. Much of this piece 
stems from the song in my head of “what 
happens under the hickory tree.” !e hick-
ory tree hangs over the circle of benches 
where each day at the garden began. !is 
circle is a gathering place.

I cannot tell you how much my body 
relearned how to learn. I look across this 
space and can feel the way it felt to talk 
about poetry with Oksana in the potato 
patch, how it felt to harvest potatoes with 
Lena while the conversation #owed in and 
out of book recommendations, how it felt 
to stand next to Hayley and the maypops, 
which seemed to dangle from her words.

Quilted garden, quilted people, hanging 
quilts in windows, hanging out with 
hickory trees, humbled to be tumbling 
toward the piles of mulch on the sudden 
Friday sprint. !e words I would use to 
describe the summer at Root Cause hold 
no boundary; they fall from my mouth, 
mid-laughter. !e words run from the "re 
in my stomach and stretch all the way to the 
foggy mornings of the onion harvest.

Root Cause Farm feels like moving the 
body to conversation. Allied bodies, allied 
conversation. Listening.

I asked the summer interns what 
happened and what happens under the 
hickory tree and these were their responses.

!e hickory tree holds. Its motherly
branches hold inlets and outlets of what 

/L9:%V9FFAGK%#G=A<%:LA%VQHJ?<>%*<AA

Lena would call an ecosystem of honesty. 
!e ecosystem that feeds the revolution, I
can see her explaining, as she pauses for a
moment, and exhales the mural she created.
Ursula K. Le Guin said, “You cannot buy
the revolution. You cannot make the
revolution. You can only be the revolution.
It is in your spirit, or it is nowhere.”

Bean prayers happen under the hickory 
tree. Hannah said, “My prayer was to the 
earth and the sun, the water and the seed. 
[I] prayed that the phenomenon that has
occurred for thousands of years would 

happen once again.” And it did—not only 
the miracle of a bean plant but one of 
community. !e community of just-born 
poetry, as Hannah calls it, the quintessential 
circle of full spectrum brilliance and messi-
ness. !e community of snake synchronic-
ity, where the land is alive and the people 
are alive. Where reciprocity is reverberating 
and humans are medicine-making.

What happens under the hickory tree is 
Oksana e$ortlessly putting #owers into her 
pockets. Poem to poem and poet to poet, 
the crew moves through the garden as if 
creating one giant poem.

What happens under the hickory tree is 
Sasha’s mind #inging ideas, and connec-
tions, and the great power of doing as she 
shares clothing with the scarecrows.

!e summer at Root Cause was a
summer of storytelling, movement and 
unlearning, as well as rewilding and 
rewiring. We were co-conspirators braiding 
garlic under the unbraided limbs of the 
hickory tree, as Lena would say.
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Root Cause Farm End-of-Season Fundraiser
November 1 to December 7
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Margaret Moncure, DVM 
Sarah Hargrove, DVM 
Susan Wagner, DVM

Full service  
small animal hospital

  Monday–Friday: 8 am–5 pm 
Saturday: 9 am–12 pm

184 Charlotte Highway 
directly across from AC Reynolds High School

828 527-2430  |  cedarridgevet.com
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3he winds of change are in the air, as 
our beloved mountains are wrapped 
in a tapestry of brilliant colors and 

radiant light. One of the unusual gi%s of 
living in this diverse region is that one has 
the opportunity to experience fall beauty 
several times in the same season. !e leaf 
color begins much earlier at the higher 
elevations and then migrates down the 
slopes to where we live in Fairview. As one 
travels west where it is generally warmer, 
one is able to witness the beauty of the last 
autumn splendor of the season. 

Halloween has come and gone, but did 
you know that “fairy foods” grow wild 
right here in our own backyards? Fairy 
potatoes, also called cinnamon vine and 
Chinese yam, are fairly common here and 
sprout airborne miniature potatoes from 
their vines.

!e vines typically grow three to "ve
meters long but can be longer, and they 
twine clockwise. !e leaves are up to 11 
centimeters long, are wide and heart-
shaped, and are a bit elongated at the 
bottom of each leaf. !e little potatoes 
that form above ground are sometimes 
called “yam berries” or “bulbils,” and these 
make new plants that sprout from them 
once they are in the soil. !e #owers are 
cinnamon-scented. 

!ese vines were "rst introduced into the 
US in the 1800s as a food source. Fairy 

(9Q<>%'?:9:?AK
potatoes now grow in at least 25 states. 
In springtime, the emerging young leaves 
have a brownish-cinnamon color hue but 
eventually turn a deep green. !e tiny air 
potatoes are small, like a pea or marble, or 
sometimes as large as a golf ball, but I’ve 
never found any that large around here. 
!e air potatoes are ready to harvest in the
autumn. !ese vines also produce under-
ground tubers or yams that can grow up to
several pounds, but I have only tasted the
tiny air potatoes, which are delicious.

Fairy potatoes (Dioscorea polystachya), 
like their southern cousins, can become 
somewhat invasive in states like Texas, 
and they are spreading into new states 
over time. !e species name (polystachya) 
means “multiple #ower spikes,” and each 
plant can produce a few dozen little air 
potatoes. !ese vines, although closely 
related in family, are not to be confused 
with a highly invasive cousin that grows 
profusely in Florida and is reported to be 
bitter and inedible.
a;QHJ%09;:e
My favorite way of eating these miniature 
potatoes is by "rst heating up a cast iron 
skillet, adding butter or olive oil and salt, 
and then sautéing them until tender, 
which happens quickly. !ey are also quite 
good boiled like our common cultivated 
potatoes, but only take a fraction of the 

time given their miniature size. 
In China, the little air potatoes are 

dipped in sugar, cooked and sold on a 
stick during New Year celebrations. The 
underground yams are prized as food 
and medicine, and they are often cooked 
with chicken in a special meal for hon-
ored guests. The larger roots are peeled 
and cooked, after which they become 
sticky and a bit slippery in texture like 
okra and purslane.

!e root has been used as a poultice to
speed up healing and as a liquid tonic, and 
the juice of the vines and leaves has been 
used to treat snakebites. In traditional 
Chinese medicine, the underground yam 
is reported to be bene"cial for the kidney 

and the spleen and helps balance chi (the 
energy #ow/lifeforce within the human 
body). In general, the plants are consid-
ered to be of great bene"t to our stomach’s 
complex ecosystem and highly bene"cial 
to our overall health.
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Send your dog on a vacation!

www.FairviewBoarding.com
1923 Charlotte Hwy

828-628-1997

Family owned dog boarding 
facility.

Discounts available!

Fairview Boarding

WE SPEAK DOG!
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1hen deciding between repairing 
a broken computer and buying 
a new one, you should consider 

the age of your computer, the repair 
cost, the cost of the replacement, and the 
cost of the new so%ware that you might 
have to buy. Generally, if the computer is 
more than "ve years old, the repair costs 
may not be worth it, especially if you are 
spending more than 20% to 30% of the 
cost of a new or refurbished replacement. 
For a new Mac running the latest oper-
ating system (Catalina), you might have 
to purchase new versions of so%ware. 
For both Windows and Mac, if you don’t 

have the installation discs for additional 
so%ware like O'ce or QuickBooks, you 
will have to buy them again. In the end, 
repairs are great for keeping hardware out 
of the land"lls, but sometimes a cheap 
repair may not be the best choice.

Google’s Arts and Culture division 
makes it possible to translate ancient 
Egyptian hieroglyphs. Started in 2017 
with a project at the British Museum, the 
group has been working with academics 
to explain the translation process and 
provide feedback on the tools and mod-
els created for three phases of translation: 
extraction, classi"cation and translation. 

/LAG%:?%$AF9Q<%9G=%/LAG%:?%$AFI9HA

You can have fun by translating English 
into hieroglyphs that you can email. 
Your results are limited to the available 
translatable hieroglyphs. For instance, 
there is no equivalent for “machine 
learning.” I know because I tried. You can 
explore more at experiments.withgoogle.
com/fabricius.

Gmail users have been able to schedule 
an email to send at a speci"c time, and 
now users of Outlook can do the same 
thing. A%er composing an email through 
outlook.com but before sending it, click 
on the drop-down arrow to the right of 
“Send” to get to “Send later.” You can set 
the date and time for your email to go 
out. It will be in your dra%s folder until 
sent, so you can edit or delete it.

In the latest iPhone operating system, 
iOS 14, Apple has added a small green or 
orange dot to indicate when your camera 
or microphone is being used (green for 
the camera, orange for the mic). !is 
dot is in the upper right-hand corner of 
the screen near the battery indicator. To 

check what apps will use your camera 
and microphone, go to Settings, Privacy, 
and then Camera or Microphone.

You can change the search engine used 
by the Windows 10 start menu. Of course, 
there is not a Microso% setting, but there 
is an app called Search De#ector. !e app’s 
creator says it’s “a small system utility that 
redirects searches made from the start 
menu or Cortana to whatever browser 
and search engine you prefer, removing 
ties with Microso% Edge and Bing.” 
It’s available at github.com/spikespaz/
search-de#ector. If you’re looking to 
switch to a browser that doesn’t track you 
or collect your information, you could 
make DuckDuckGo (duckduckgo.com) 
your default search engine.
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-short time ago, very few of us had 
ever heard of a Zoom meeting. 
! en along comes COVID-19 and

now the video call application is a house-
hold word. As Xerox was to photocopying 
not too many years back, Zoom is to video 
conferencing today. So, what does this 
have to do with insurance? 
'9<9=QUB%0LQR:
Doing business with my clients face to 
face is, to me, by far the best way to build 
personal relationships and lasting trust. 
However, quarantining, sequestering, and 
social distancing are now regular parts 
of controlling the virus. I’m a senior, and 
so are my clients. ! ey do not want to 
expose me to the virus, and I don’t want 
them to expose me. And so COVID, as 
with everything else, is changing the 
insurance business. 

Insurance companies have been 
developing the means to sell and service 
policies through the internet or by 
phone. ! e pandemic has accelerated 
those e$ orts, and virtual sales are rapidly 
becoming the norm. Virtual platforms 
like Zoom and Google Meet, among many 
others, have become the preferred sales 
meeting method.
'?KQ:Q@AK%9G=%&AU9:Q@AK
Every change has its challenges. An 
insurance company must initiate the 

transition from a paper-based operating 
system to a digital one sophisticated 
enough to handle the sales process from 
beginning to end. Training of agents and 
employees is a daunting task as they are 
weaned o$  the paper trail. Each company 
has its unique way of doing things, which 
agents must master before selling. ! is is a 
real headache for independent agents who 
represent many companies.
'<?U<9B%,L9IIAGUAK
! ere is some resistance from seniors who
aren’t comfortable or familiar with
computers or the internet. Poor or
non-existent internet service and program
glitches can prolong a meeting, which
can make me and my clients pine for the
simplicity of paper applications.

On the positive side, digital streamlin-
ing of the application and underwriting 
process can dramatically speed up results 
to as little as a few minutes. ! ere are also 
far fewer mistakes on applications, saving 
time and money for everybody. ! e paper 
trail is going the way of the dinosaur. It’s 
a brave new digital world out there due in 
part to the coronavirus.
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CLASSIFIED 
ADS WORK!

!"#$%&&%'(& Announcements, community news, upcoming events, etc. will be published 
free as space allows. Send a SASE if you would like your photo returned. Articles submitted must 
have content and tone consistent with the Crier’s editorial policy. All submissions will be edited 
for clarity, style, and length. Materials must be received by the 10th of the month preceding 
publication. Include name and phone number. Unsolicited manuscripts/photos are welcomed, 
and will be returned if a SASE is included. Anonymous submissions will not be published. !e 
Crier reserves the right to reject editorial or advertising it deems un"t for publication.

)*%+',%-./0'.%12 !e Fairview Town Crier reserves the right to refuse any advertising or 
editorial submission deemed inappropriate for the tone and style of our non-pro"t community  
newspaper. Information provided has been submitted and a best e#ort has been made to verify  
legitimacy. Views expressed in columns and/or articles do not represent those of !e Fairview 
Town Crier, PO Box 1862, Fairview, NC 28730; copy@fairviewtowncrier.com.

34++4,&/of 400 words or less may be submitted, may be edited, and will print as space allows. 
No letters will be published anonymously. We will not print letters that endorse or condemn 
a speci"c business or individual, contain profanity, or are clearly fraudulent. Views expressed 
do not represent those of !e Fairview Town Crier. Include name, address, and phone. Email 
copy@fairviewtowncrier.com or mail Fairview Town Crier, PO Box 1862, Fairview, NC 28730.
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Tammy Murphy Ins Agcy Inc
Tammy Murphy CLU, Agent

135 Charlotte Highway, Suite B
Asheville, NC  28803
Bus: 828-299-4522
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